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ABSTRACT: Dextrocardia with situs inversus are rare congenital anomalies which can be asymptomatic and compatible with normal life. They are characterized by mirror images of all intra-thoracic and intra-abdominal viscera. Our aim is to report an incidental finding of dextrocardia with situs inversus in a neonate with sepsis and also to report other associated anomalies with it. Most cases of situs inversus have been reported either in adults or in cadavers during dissection. Very few in number have been detected in neonates. Here is a one such case report. A day-old term male neonate presented with features of septic shock. Physical examination revealed cardiac apex on the 4th right intercostal space, along the mid-clavicular line. Chest radiograph and abdominal ultrasound confirmed the diagnosis of dextrocardia with situs inversus along with renal agensis and ectopia.
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INTRODUCTION: Dextrocardia (Also called looping defect) is an abnormal congenital positioning of heart on the right side. Situs inversus totalis (Also called situs transversus), is a congenital condition in which major visceral organs are reversed or mirrored from normal positions. Many people with situs inversus are unaware of their unusual congenital anomaly until they seek medical attention for unrelated conditions. Individuals with dextrocardia and situs inversus totalis may have associated congenital heart malformations, primary ciliary dyskinesia or other malformations. Very few in number have been detected in neonates. Here is a one such case report.

CASE SUMMARY: A day old term male neonate weighing 2350gms, was bought to our hospital with complaints of respiratory distress and cyanosis. On examination, baby was hypothermic, tachypneic, with signs of shock (Prolonged capillary refilling time, feeble peripheral pulses, and tachycardia and oxygen saturation 65 -68% in room air). However, apical impulse was at 4th right intercostal space, with heart sounds better heard on right side, liver being palpable on left side. He was a 3rd child born to 2nd degree consanguineous married couple with other two siblings being normal. Present Pregnancy was UN booked case and not medically supervised. Baby was delivered at home with no relevant birth details. On Evaluation, Sepsis work up showed leucocytosis, positive CRP and no growth on blood culture. Chest x-ray showed normal heart size with apex located to the right in keeping with dextrocardia. Hepatic shadow was noted on the left hypochondrium and possible fundus shadow on the right hypochondrium [Fig. 1]. Abdominal scan demonstrated liver in left hypochondriac region with normal in size and echo pattern. Head of pancreas situated in left paravertebral region with altered relationship of superior mesenteric
artery and vein. Both kidneys could not be noted in their normal situ and only one reniform structure was noted in left lower lumbar region suggesting left renal ectopia and right renal agenesis. 2D echo revealed dextrocardia, with VSD, pulmonic stenosis and aortic overriding. Diagnosis of Early onset neonatal sepsis in shock was made with background dextrocardia and situs inversus. Supportive treatment was initiated with IV fluids, Antibiotics as per our Nicu protocol. Shock resolved with IV fluids and ionotropes. However oxygen saturation and cyanosis did not improve owing to cyanotic congenital heart disease. Baby was referred to cardiac centre for further evaluation and definitive treatment.

DISCUSSION: The term “situs” means position, site, or location.[1, 2, 3] “Situs solitus” - This brief word summarizes lot of expectations, namely that the stomach and spleen lie to the left, the right lobe of the liver is larger than the left, and the appendix is right-sided. This normal asymmetry of the abdominal organs is accompanied by differences in lobulation between the right and left lung, with a trilobed right and a bilobed left lung. This arrangement is termed by different authors’ normal situs or situs solitus. [1, 2, 3]

Situs inversus totalis is a condition in which the organs of the chest and abdomen are arranged in perfect mirror image of normal. In situs inversus, the morphologic right atrium is on the left, and the morphologic left atrium is on the right. The normal pulmonary anatomy is also reversed so that the left lung has 3 lobes and the right lung has 2 lobes. In addition, the liver and gallbladder are located on the left, whereas the spleen and stomach are located on the right. The remaining internal structures are also a mirror image of the normal. [Fig. 2] This anomaly has autosomal recessive mode of inheritance. The incidence of situs inversus for the neonates with hereditary tendency is 1/5000-1/10000 with distribution being same for both genders (1:1). There is no difference between races.[4] Clinically, the condition can be divided into complete or partial types. In complete visceral transposition, organs in chest and abdomen are all mirror imaged but such case is pretty rare. In partial visceral transposition, only certain viscera are reversed and are usually associated with other complex abnormalities. The complete visceral transposition accounts for 86% and the partial accounts for 14%.[5]

In human and in vertebrates anatomic asymmetry is established during embryogenesis. The left-right axis is determined at the beginning of the embryonic development with the formation of the dorso-ventral and cephalo-caudal axes. The cardiac tube curve to the right is the first sign of asymmetry. The left-right gradient has been established at cellular level. The left-right relation of the asymmetric viscera is conserved; and when there is complete inversion of the lateralization of the organs (mirror image), it is known as Situs inversus totalis.[4, 5] Recent studies suggest that left-right asymmetry defects to be due to genetic abnormalities in lefty genes, nodal genes, and ZIC 3, ACVR2B and Pibz genes and mutation of these genes are present on chromosome 12.[5, 6] So far, no definite theories can explain the cause of this phenomenon. It is generally believed that visceral transposition occurs in the third to eighth week during embryonic development. In the initial or early stage of embryo, the abnormal rotation of cilia or parental chromosome aberration or gene mutation can lead to the happening of this disease. There are mainly four theories to explain the formation of visceral transposition. 1) All organs transposition theory believes that the position disordering of progenitors of viscera during embryo period causes visceral transposition.
2) Uneven heat theory believes local high temperature of embryo leads to the inversion of organs. 3) Twins theory is based on observing the frequency of visceral transposition among twins. 4) Embryo rotation highlights the rotation of embryo during development leads to the anomaly. [5, 6]

The individuals with situs inversus are phenotypically unimpaired and can lead normal healthy life, without any complications related to their medical condition. Many people with situs inversus are unaware of their unusual anatomy until they seek medical attention for an unrelated condition. [7] Situs inversus may be associated with other anomalies or malformations. A 3-5% incidence of congenital heart disease is observed in situs inversus with dextrocardia. Of these patients, 80% have a right-sided aortic arch. Situs inversus with levocardia is rare, and it is almost always associated with congenital heart disease. [8] Kartagener syndrome is typified by bronchiectasis, sinusitis, and situs inversus and this syndrome affects 20% of patients with situs inversus; however, only 50% of patients with Kartagener syndrome have situs inversus. [9]

Situs abnormalities may be recognized first by using radiography or ultrasonography. [10, 11] However, computed tomography (CT) scanning is the preferred examination for the definitive diagnosis of situs inversus with dextrocardia. CT scanning provides good anatomic detail for confirming visceral organ position, cardiac apical position, and great vessel branching. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is usually reserved for difficult cases or for patients with associated cardiac anomalies. Attention to the left and right sides of the neonate as well as left and right labeling of images need to be done by the radiologists to prevent technical errors that occur during diagnosis of this anomaly. These Technical errors are the most common cause for both false positive and false negative diagnosis of situs inversus. [11, 12]

Long-term prognosis depends on associated congenital defects and the presence of cardiovascular compromise. Most patients with dextrocardia with situs inversus do not have any significant cardiac defects, and their life expectancy is normal. Those who have ciliary defects require frequent treatment for chronic pulmonary infections and complications. Since prognosis is variable depending on associated malformations, knowledge of the entire spectrum is important for prenatal and postnatal management and counseling. Fetal MRI, due to high soft tissue contrast, provides excellent organ anatomy and therefore improves the classification of the heterotaxy. [14, 15]

**Special Concerns of Situs Inversus:**

1. Clinicians should have high index of suspicion since this anomaly is asymptomatic.
2. All newborn babies should receive thorough physical examination by paeditricians immediately after delivery and any abnormality need to be evaluated.
3. The recognition of situs inversus is important for preventing surgical mishaps that result from the failure to recognize reversed anatomy or an atypical history. For example, in a patient with situs inversus, appendicitis causes left lower quadrant pain.
4. Situs inversus also complicates organ transplantation operation as donor organs will almost certainly comes from situs solitus (Normal), as heart and liver have geometric problems while placing the organs into cavity, shaped in mirror image.
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**Figure 1:** [X-ray of neonate, AP view showing cardiac apex pointing towards right, liver on left side and stomach shadow on right]
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**Figure 2**
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